generation has the potential to irreversibly reduce the well-being of numerous future generations. We have a great responsibility to avoid this.
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Ontological debt and Intergenerational Justice – The Case of Climate Change by Prof. Dr. Viriato Soromenho-Marques

John Rawls accurately described the problem of intergenerational justice (IJ) as an almost impossible test to any theory of justice. Nevertheless, the way Rawls dealt with the extremely complex IJ problem was very much in the line of the classical framework in which the idea saw the first light of the day, in the late 18th century.

In 1784, Immanuel Kant explained that the idea of progress towards a cosmopolitan society was the only rational device that could allow any future generation to judge the contribution of previous generations. Therefore, Kant introduced the model of a contract between generations, where, in spite of the temporal asymmetry in the reciprocity of duties between the living and those waiting to be born, we were able to identify a common endeavour, amidst a chain of efforts in time and space. No one was better able to depict than Edmund Burke the “partnership…between those who are living, those who are dead, and those who are to be born.”

The question about the “burden of history” (die Last der Geschichte), voiced by Kant in 1784, echoed by Burke in 1790, was transformed by Thomas Jefferson in his correspondence with James Madison (1789-1790) in what I call the ‘standing debt paradigm’ of the intergenerational justice principle (IJP). We may easily identify the same debt paradigm in Rawls (1971) who tries to explain the duties of each generations regarding the continuity and enhancement of the material and cultural flows of history’s fabric.

The main point this presentation wishes to sustain, however, brings the debt paradigm to its own limits. Putting this IJP paradigm under test, within the contemporary landscape underlined by the huge challenges caused and brought by climate change and the global environmental crisis. Climate change, under the perspective of the intergenerational justice principle (IJP) both precedes and goes beyond the debt paradigm: a) it precedes the debt paradigm because its ontological nature takes into consideration the basic pre-conditions of justice, namely the existence of a planet able to accommodate human beings; b) beyond the debt paradigm, because the implications of climate change are unable to be framed in a cost benefit analysis, given the risk of collapse. Therefore, I conclude that in order to have the expectation of a real legal implementation of international justice in the sphere of climate change, we will need to combine a double approach: a) the intergenerational justice principle (IJP), seen in the framework of the ontological debt prospect, may be understood as a meta-justice principle, more as a guide for practical reason, than a tool to concrete action; b) The key for workable justice will be the acting combination between the IJP and the Principle of Common but Differentiated Responsibilities (PCDR).

The future of climate change negotiations will depend dramatically on the right hierarchy between the rational priorities of IJP as a meta-justice concept, over the PCDR, understood as a vital workable justice device. Only through that strong combination will we be in conditions of avoiding a legal vacuum after the expiration of the Kyoto Protocol, by the end of 2012.
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